
Hope

by James Brown

This Pope is our best Advocate for Life without the Possibility of Parole!

His Holiness Pope Francis, visited the Curran Fromhold Correctional facility in Philadelphia, that speech he gave, gives lifers renewed 
hope for the cruel and harsh sentences of life without parole, He said “Never take Away Hope from Human Beings!”

These are very powerful words that directly confront L.W.O.P. sentences in Pennsylvania - L.W.O.P. takes away hope of freedom, 
hope of the natural comforts of a woman, and vise-versa for women doing L.W.O.P.

The Pope used a similar speech over in Cuba that I read in the final call. The Cuban Government released over 750 prisoners. Why 
hasn’t Pennsylvania acted with more empathy and compassion? ,

Any person doing L.W.O.P. knows that this is no doubt cruel and unusual punishment and mental torture. We can’t afford to sit 
back and wait for any bill to be passed in Harrisburg, the Dawkins Bill or others. We must write this most powerful advocate of 
ours - His Holiness.

Pope Francis 
Apostolic Palace 
Vatican City 00120

This mailing cost 69 cents with two cash slips and a state envelope.

Write Him and let Him know that Pennsylvania is still not making any legislative change, this state has been unsympathetic toward 
any Lifers Bill since the 1980s, There must be a collective effort for His Holiness Advocacy to put the spotlight on this vicious cruel 
sentence.

Amerika tells the World that She’s a Christian Nation who believes in forgiveness and second chances.

A system that has statistical information that anyone released back to society after serving a life sentence, has less than one 
percent chance of ever returning to this living Hell!

Freedom or death

Fight to live again

I am the original writer of this submission, and you have my full permission to publish and print it to the people.
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